
Minutes for Committee Members Meeting 
 
Date:  August 22, 2013 

Time:  10:00 AM CDT 

 
Means:  Conference Call 

Attendees:  Jacob Barhak 

Lealem Mulugeta 

Bill Lytton 
Marc Garbey 

Jerry Myers 

 

Not Available:   
Gary An 

Tina Morrison 
Joy Ku 

Ahmet Erdemir 

 

 

Agenda: 

1 - Review of action items from last meeting - 20 min planned 

2 - Update on Ten Simple Rules task – 20 min planned 
3 - Other business - 10 min planned 

 

Action items: 

 

Lealem: 

 Will send instructions to the Standards and Guidelines group 

 Will identify the author that did not fill the IMSH information for the abstract 

 Will provide instructions for the glossary section like Ahmet provided for the 10 simple rules 

 Will ask Tina to invite her group in the FDA into the forum discussions 

 

Lealem, Marc and Tina: 

 Coordinate a meeting to discuss literature survey plan 

 

Ahmet, Lealem and Jacob: 

 Determine a freeze date for the presentation wiki 

 Will coordinate a meeting regarding presentation wiki– target date is first week in September 

 

Jacob: 

 Prepare meeting minutes for this meeting and upload to CPMS site 

 

Joy: 

 Will work on drafting a presentation on the real world examples of how models are used in 

the clinic based on the literature survey and our input (on going task) 

 

All: 

 Provide Joy feedback on the tagging system implemented for the Zotero repository on 

whether tagging systems and categories are sufficient or too fine-grained. The categories are: 



 

1) Research Stage – model development with comparisons to existing literature data or in 
vitro data (or perhaps no validation at all) 

2) Translation, Early Stage – prototype use of model with just data from a few patients  

3) Translation, Late Stage – model has been used with a group of patients (e.g., 1 clinical 

trial) or is being used by just a handful of clinicians 
4) Clinical Trials --  extensive, multi-center clinical trials to bring model into the clinic 

5) Clinical Use – model is adopted and integrated into the clinics as part of the regular 

practice 
 

 Everyone should add any papers they may know of to this collection or email Joy examples 

which we may know of. 

 

Notes: 

Ten Simple Rules: 

 The Mathematical and Computational Sciences group has been going quite strong in their 

forum discussions to advance this effort 

 The 10 simple rules wiki should be updated after the forum discussion was summarized 

 We should all try to get outside input to the discussions we are having 

  

 

Literature Survey 

 Joy started a Zotero collection called “Models in the Clinic.”  There are a few papers in there 

describing models that are in different stages of being used in the clinic. 

 Planning on using a tagging system for categorizing these papers and the models they 

describe is as shown above in the action items 

 The papers are tagged with the category.  So you can see all the papers that fall into a 

category by clicking the tag in the lower-left corner.  The filtered results show up in the 

middle panel.   

 To tag a paper, import it into the collection.   Highlight the paper in the middle panel and you 

will see 4 tabs in the right-hand panel (Info, Notes, Tags, Related).  Click on “Tags” and then 
click the “Add” button.  Type in the category name, using the auto-complete choice if it’s 

there 

 

Visibility:  

 Joy talked to the editor of the Simbios-funded biocomputational magazine (BCR, 

http://bcr.org) and we will be doing a story on this topic, probably in their Winter issue which 

comes out in Feb/Mar 2014.  She will be working with the writer of the story and sharing 

results from the CPMS literature search, so we are encouraged to add papers we know of to 
the Zotero collection. This will also provide publicity to the group and what we are working 

on 

 

General: 

 Joy has filed a bug report for the post-commit errors the Tortoise users are experiencing when 

interfacing with Simtk.org.  Note that this is a much lower priority issue, as compared with 

some of the forum issues that Jacob has submitted, particularly since the commit functionality 

is actually working. 
 

 

http://bcr.org/

